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DECISION
Statement of the Case
STEVEN DAVIS, Administrative Law Judge: Based on a charge filed on December
19, 2008, by New York Hotel & Motel Trades Council, AFL-CIO (Union), a complaint was issued
on May 15, 2009 against LaGuardia Associates, LLP d/b/a Crowne Plaza LaGuardia
(Respondent, Employer or Hotel).
The complaint, which was amended at the hearing, alleges essentially that the
Respondent issued written warnings to employees, suspended others, and discharged four
employees in violation of Section 8(a)(1) of the Act because they engaged in protected,
concerted activities by meeting with its manager to present him with a signed petition
concerning the employees’ wages, hours and working conditions. The complaint further alleges
that the Respondent, in the presence of its attorney, unlawfully conducted an interview with an
employee concerning the issues in this case, also in violation of Section 8(a)(1) of the Act.
The Respondent’s answer denied the material allegations of the complaint, and on July
20, 21 and 24, 2009, a hearing was held before me in Brooklyn, NY.
Upon the evidence presented in this proceeding and my observation of the demeanor of
the witnesses and after consideration of the briefs filed by all parties, I make the following:
Findings of Fact
I. Jurisdiction
The Respondent, a limited liability New York company having its principal office and
place of business at 104-04 Ditmars Boulevard, East Elmhurst, NY, operates a 358 room hotel
under the trade name Crowne Plaza LaGuardia. During the past 12 months, the Respondent
derived gross revenues in excess of $500,000 and purchased and received at its facility goods
and materials valued in excess of $5,000 directly from points located outside New York State.
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The Respondent admits and I find that it is an employer engaged in commerce within the
meaning of Section 2(2), (6) and (7) of the Act. The Respondent also admits and I find that the
Union is a labor organization within the meaning of Section 2(5) of the Act.
II. The Alleged Unfair Labor Practices
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On September 29, 2004, following an election, the Union was certified by the Board as
the exclusive collective-bargaining representative in a unit consisting essentially of all
engineering, housekeeping, banquet, front desk, kitchen, restaurant, health club, lounge, and
PBX employees employed at the Hotel.1
Following the Union’s certification, negotiations were held toward a first contract but no
contract had been reached by the time of the hearing. The Union conducted rallies outside the
Hotel’s premises for the past four years, and also assembled a group of “strong union
supporters” who are the “core” of the Union’s campaign, acting as a committee to encourage
and educate their co-workers as to their rights and the status of the negotiations. The organizing
committee consisted of Maria Lajeunesse, Santiago Mejia, Franklin Riley, Mary Robinson,
Janeth Rocha, Gladys Rossi, and Julieta Varela.
According to Nicki Dunham Hoshida, the Union’s lead organizer, since there is no official
shop steward representing the employees’ interests with management, the Union uses the
committee members as “employee delegations” to present grievances concerning working
conditions. The purpose of the delegation is to build support among the workers, to show
management that a large number of employees are engaging in activities in behalf of the Union,
and to enable the Union to exert “pressure” at negotiations. Franklin Riley, the leader of the
December 10 delegation at issue here, stated that the purpose of a delegation is to present an
issue to management and attempt to have it resolved.
Hoshida stated that she conducted about ten training sessions with the organizing
committee concerning how to conduct a delegation, and they practiced doing so. One person
speaks to the Employer’s agent in a calm voice accompanied by a group of co-workers who act
as witnesses and as support for the speaker. The delegation meets with an Employer
representative before they begin work, during lunch or after they complete their work day.
Hoshida instructed the delegation to approach the manager in his office or in the cafeteria. If he
is not in those areas, they may ask another manager for the location of the official they wish to
speak to. Hoshida denied instructing the delegation to prevent the manager from leaving an
area by blocking his egress or touching him.
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B. Events Leading Up to the Employee Delegation
Hoshida testified that at a negotiation session in November, 2008, the Employer
announced that its business had slowed considerably and that there was a need for a reduction
in staffing. She stated first that the Employer proposed that the workweek of all employees be
reduced and the Union objected, asking that a reduction in staff be implemented by laying off
employees according to their seniority with the Hotel. The Union sought to have the employees’
working conditions mirror its collective-bargaining agreements in other hotels where layoffs by
seniority was a standard term.
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She then testified that the Employer asked the Union which method it preferred and the
Union decided on layoffs by seniority. Hoshida stated that although the Employer agreed to
implement a layoff by seniority policy, the Union claimed that, at the time of the December 10
delegation, at least one employee’s workweek had been reduced, and that the Employer had
not laid off employees by seniority as it had agreed. Employee Valera stated that, as of
December 10, the Employer had not acted contrary to its agreement to lay off by seniority since
no layoffs had yet occurred, but it was her belief that the Respondent “calls” employees with
less seniority ahead of those with greater seniority. Further, Hoshida noted that “officially” the
method of reduction of employees had been decided but the “purpose of the petition is to show
management that over 100 people inside the hotel supported what the union had said. So, it
didn’t really matter if management even read the petition or got the petition, but the fact that we
had a group of workers from inside go support what we had said at negotiations.”2
According to Gary Isenberg, the Respondent’s chief operating officer and acting general
manager, he proposed at negotiations that reductions in staffing could be effected by laying off
the least senior workers or by reducing all employees’ hours, but that the Hotel would agree with
the Union’s choice. The Union opted for layoffs by seniority and he agreed. He stated that
layoffs were effected in January, 2009, so that as of the time of the December, 2008 delegation,
there had not been any layoffs.
On the morning of the December 10 delegation a rally was held outside the Hotel with 30
to 40 employees participating.
Hoshida prepared a petition, in English and Spanish, which stated:
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We, the undersigned, demand that if Martin Field [the Hotel’s
owner] and his management team start layoffs, they be
implemented by seniority, as practiced by the majority of hotels in
New York City. We do not want reduced schedules, we want a fair
system. It is unjust for Martin Field to build a new hotel while the
workers who made the Crowne Plaza LaGuardia profit for years
are laid off.
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The petition, which consisted of eight pages, bore the signatures of about 100
employees. On the morning of the December 10 delegation, Hoshida called employee Riley and
asked him to lead the delegation with the committee. They had conducted about six or seven
delegations prior to that time.
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C. The Delegation
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The employees’ work day begins at 8:00 a.m.3 Delegate leader Riley and the other
delegates punched in at work between 7:53 and 7:55 a.m. Riley donned his uniform and went to
the cafeteria where he waited for other committee members, all of whom were housekeepers.
The delegates, all in their work uniforms and some carrying clipboards indicating that they had
2
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Employee Riley was confused as to the Employer’s proposal. He believed that the
Employer wanted to lay off the most senior employees first.
3 According to Riley, employees may punch in up to seven minutes after 8:00 a.m. and still
be considered on time. This was contradicted by the Employer’s witnesses, and I find that the
work day began at 8:00 a.m.
3
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received the day’s assignments from their supervisors, assembled in the cafeteria. When Riley
saw that enough workers had arrived, about 12 to15, he told them that they would do a
delegation that morning.
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Riley stated that he told the delegates that he would read the petition to manager
Isenberg and ask him to take the petition and make layoffs by seniority. They went in a group to
Isenberg’s office.
Isenberg was not in his office. Riley stated that he could not have simply left the petition
in the office because he would not enter the office when Isenberg was not present. He saw
security guard Yassar Hassanein who asked him if he was looking for Isenberg. Hassanein
suggested that he may be in the lobby area.4 The group walked toward the rear of the Hotel and
saw Isenberg speaking on his cell phone in a hallway off the lobby near the entrance to the
garage. They waited until Isenberg’s phone conversation ended and then approached him.
A security camera recorded the meeting. A silent video recording of the incident in stopstart intervals and individual photographs taken from the video recording were received in
evidence. About 15 employees congregated closely around Isenberg in an area 10 feet wide by
32 feet long.
Riley stood next to Isenberg while a group of employees surrounded them in a tight
semi-circle. Riley testified that he greeted Isenberg and told him, in a “very low tone of voice”
that “I have a petition here to read. I’m just asking that you take it.” Riley stated that he began to
read the petition when Isenberg interrupted, saying “wait. Wait. I’m not going to speak to all you
guys. I will only speak to one person.” Riley responded that he was the only one speaking.
Isenberg testified that when Riley began reading, Isenberg told him “I really appreciate what you
have to say, Franklin, but I’m not going to meet with a group of employees especially not in the
lobby, and you’re more than welcome to come to my office and meet with me, my door is always
open for you, but I’m not going to meet with you here in the lobby, so please go back to work.
Riley stated that he continued to read the petition and asked Isenberg several times to
take it. Riley finished reading the petition and as Isenberg left the area he took the petition from
Riley. Riley stated that when Isenberg was about to accept the petition, Hassanein pushed his
arms out and said “hey guys, you guys.” The workers then returned to their work stations.
The Respondent claims that the employees at the delegation engaged in improper
conduct in violation of its policy, specifically, touching Isenberg and preventing him from leaving
the scene, and touching Hassanein, and also that employees engaged in loud chanting. The
employees denied engaging in any such conduct.
The video records the incident second-by-second. It establishes that the first employee
appeared in the lobby some distance from Isenberg, who was then on the phone, at 8:00:33
a.m. Isenberg ceased his phone conversation at 8:00:38 and faced the approaching employees.
He is face-to-face with Riley at 8:00:42 who begins reading the petition at 8:00:43. They are
surrounded by other delegates. Isenberg begins to move away from the scene at 8:01:06 and
cannot easily exit the area, when at 8:01:14 he turns to Hassanein and, according to his
testimony, asks for help. At 8:01:17, Isenberg finds an opening in the group and begins to leave.
4
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I need not resolve the conflicting testimony of whether, according to Riley, Hassanein
accompanied them to Isenberg or whether he followed them. The video shows that Hassanein
followed the first group of six employees who approached Isenberg.
4
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At 8:01:19 he is handed the petition, and at 8:01:20 he is no longer in the video. At 8:01:30 no
employees are visible in the video.
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Accordingly, the delegation, beginning when the group first appeared in the video until
the video no longer recorded their presence in the area lasted about 57 seconds, and the
confrontation with Isenberg from the time he stood next to Riley took approximately 38 seconds.
D. The Respondent’s Evidence
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Isenberg testified that Riley began reading “something” to him. Isenberg heard him
speak but did not understand what he was saying. He interrupted Riley and told him that he
appreciated what he was saying but would not speak to the group of employees in the lobby,
but would speak to one person in his office. He asked them to return to work, and began to step
away from the group. At that time about 10 to 15 employees were present.
Isenberg stated that he attempted to leave the area and was blocked by the employees
from doing so. He heard the workers loudly say “no, you’re going to listen to us.” Isenberg
specifically testified that he heard employee Sun say “no, listen, no, listen” and heard
Fernandez yell “no, you’re not going anywhere,” and heard a man, he assumes that it was
Mejia, say “no, you are going to listen to us.” Riley denied that any of the assembled employees,
except him, spoke during the incident.
Isenberg stated that when the employees “surrounded” him, he repeated his instruction
for them to return to work, directing them in that manner at least three times during the incident.
Riley denied that Isenberg told the workers to return to work, but employee Sun recalled hearing
someone, possibly Riley, telling them to go back to work. Isenberg then attempted to leave the
area but found that when he moved in one direction, employee Varela followed his movement
“like a defensive linebacker” preventing his departure, “pushing her chest up against” him.
Isenberg asserted that she touched him in this way several times while loudly telling him “you’re
going to listen to us, you’re not going anywhere.”
Isenberg kept trying to move away from the group but found that they blocked his way.
He stated that employee Robinson prevented his movement by stepping next to Varela and
putting her arm around his waist, stopping him from getting past her. He then found that he
could not move in any direction. Isenberg recounted that the workers, specifically Robinson,
were telling him very loudly, in a repetitive fashion, “you’re not going anywhere, you’re going to
listen to us.” He then turned to guard Hassanein and asked for assistance … “they’re not letting
me out, I need help.” At that moment, Isenberg noticed a gap in the crowd and spun around in a
“360 football move” and found “somewhat of a clear path to move,” but as he did so Riley
moved with him, attempting to grab his shoulder to slow him down. Isenberg “shrugged him off
but he kept chasing me,” grabbing his shoulder, reaching around his waist with the petition, and
touching him at least three times. Isenberg also stated that Varela then “kind of cut in front of”
him and grabbed his left arm, stopping his progress.
Riley stated that as Isenberg was moving he was still asking him to take the petition, and
he did so. Isenberg stated that at that point he realized for the first time that the employees
wanted him to take the petition. He heard Riley ask him to take it, and he did. Prior to that time
he did not know that the papers in Riley’s hand was a petition or that Riley wanted him to accept
it. He just heard the employees say that they wanted him to listen to them. In this respect,
employee Varela stated that Isenberg did not want to take the petition because he did not reach
out and accept it.
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At that point, with Isenberg moving away and taking the petition, the delegation ended,
and the group walked through the lobby to their workstations, passing Human Resources
Director Mercurio and New York City Police Officer Javier Centeno.
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Guard Hassanein testified as to his recollection of the incident. He stated that he saw the
group of employees walk to Isenberg’s office and he asked if they needed help. They said that
they were looking for Isenberg. Hassanein did not know his whereabouts, and they walked
through the lobby, and “everyone started to talk to [Isenberg]” in a loud voice, chanting “we want
to talk to you.” Hassanein followed and saw Riley handing Isenberg a paper telling him that he
wanted to speak to him. He heard Isenberg tell the workers that he could not speak to them at
that time, and that they should return to work and that he was available in his office to speak to
them.
Hassanein saw Isenberg attempt to get through the crowd to leave the area when
employee Varela prevented him from doing so by stepping in front of him “with her chest.” As
Isenberg left the area Hassanein was “going after him to try to give him space” opening his arms
to clear an opening for him, saying “hey guys, hey guys, move, move, move.” At that time an
employee grabbed his [Hassanein’s] arm. At the same time, Hassanein concedes that when he
extended his arms he may have touched employees since they were close to him. He admitted
that the video shows his elbow on the neck of employee Robinson who testified that she asked
Hassanein why he was pushing her. According to Robinson, Hassanein replied that “my boss
pay me for that. If you don’t move I’m going to call the police.” Employee Lopez stated that she
saw Hassanein get between the group and Isenberg, moving his arms and telling the workers to
get away from him.
During the incident, two guests could be seen in the video walking around the
assembled employees and exiting the Hotel into the garage area. They did not stop and were
not prevented from leaving the area.
Isenberg stated that he left the area and went to his office feeling shook up, panicky,
nervous, anxious and a little fearful, but not in fear of his physical safety. He believed the
situation was becoming “hostile,” while nevertheless admitting that some of the housekeeper
delegates were over 60 years old, had been employed by the Hotel for nearly 20 years, and he
had known them for many years. Further, they bore no weapons that he saw, and security
guard Hassanein was at his side during the incident. When he tried to step away he was afraid
that the incident would “escalate to the next level” when employees tried to touch him and hold
him back. He noted that he could have broken through the crowd and pushed his way through
but was careful not to do anything to “instigate” the situation further.5
Human resources director Mercurio stated that she had seen the crowd surrounding
Isenberg and chanting loudly for about 37 seconds. As she approached them, Isenberg
maneuvered his way out. She observed that he looked frightened, and his face was very red.
Mercurio and he entered Isenberg's office where he read the petition and was surprised to learn
that the message was meaningless because the Employer had already agreed to lay off
workers by seniority. Mercurio asked Isenberg if he was all right and if the employees touched
him. He said they did and Mercurio suggested calling the police.
Police Officer Centeno was in the Hotel in response to a complaint of noise from the
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Isenberg and Hassanein are over six feet tall while the employees were all 5’4” or shorter,
except for Riley who was 5’9”. The workers were, for the most part, in their fifties or sixties.
6
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Union rally outside the building. He testified that he observed the scene, which he described as
a “commotion” from about 100 to 150 feet away. He stated that he saw a group of employees
surrounding Isenberg. He could hear “multiple people” speaking and they did not sound happy,
but he could not hear the specific words spoken. He described their tone as “loud” – louder than
a normal conversation, but not chanting or screaming.
Officer Centeno stated that after the group left the area and walked by him, he decided,
on his own, to follow them as they walked through the lobby and speak with them “because they
surrounded a man.” He told them that they had to be careful in approaching someone,
cautioning that if they had a problem with someone their method of handling the situation was
wrong, adding that if they put a person in fear of their safety it could be considered harassment.
Centeno made no arrests, and heard no claims that anyone was injured.
At the same time, after the incident ended, two Hotel employees who worked in the front
desk area, Carol Lynn Mears, a front desk agent, and Effie Mikedis, the director of guest
services, noticed the group walking towards the ballroom area, speaking loudly. Guests were in
the lobby. Mikedis stated that they were also chanting and giggling, but could not hear what they
were saying and the noise lasted about 1½ minutes while they walked from the garage area
past the lobby. She stated that guests asked what was happening but no complaints were
made, although she believed that the group’s conduct was “disrespectful.” In addition, no guests
stated that they would not patronize the Hotel again, and no guest-meetings scheduled for that
day were cancelled because of the incident.
Mears heard the noise for a couple of seconds and saw Isenberg emerge from the
crowd, appearing to be trying to “get away” from the employees. Neither Mears nor Mikedis saw
anyone touch Isenberg, and neither had observed this kind of activity before in the Hotel.6
Isenberg told Officer Centeno that he felt nervous by being surrounded by the
employees and wanted to make a police report. Centeno and other officers joined the
Employer’s officials and watched the video of the incident. A written police report of
“harassment” was made that day which states:
Harassment/victim states he was in the lobby of Crowne Plaza
Hotel when a group of employees surrounded the victim and
prevented him to pass through the lobby. Victim states he had to
push through the employees at which point (3) employees
grabbed his arm causing alarm and annoyance. No injury to
victim.7
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Mercurio, Mikedis and Officer Centeno stated that they did not observe any employee
touch Isenberg or Hassanein during the incident.
6
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The Union alleges that Mikedis and Mears were biased against it. Mikedis admitted asking
a front desk employee to remove his union button when he was at work. That request was
apparently the subject of a charge which was settled when the Employer agreed that it would
not tell employees not to wear union buttons at work. Mears, a bargaining unit employee, stated
that she did not believe that the Union was necessary, and according to the Union, was accused
by another employee of being against the Union.
7 There was some confusion as to when this report was made. A careful examination of the
report establishes that it was made on the date of the incident, December 10. A copy of the
report was requested on December 29 and a copy was issued on January 5, 2009.
7
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Isenberg testified that the busiest time in the Hotel lobby is in the morning with guests
entering, leaving and checking in and out. He stated that the Employer has an interest in
maintaining decorum in the lobby because it is the place where guests enter and leave and is
the focal point of the Hotel. He added that it is important that hotel guests feel welcome and
have a pleasant, safe and secure feeling when they enter the Hotel. Isenberg stated that he was
not aware of any other incident, in his 25 year hospitality career where employees were loud or
acted inappropriately in a hotel lobby.
The video establishes that the incident began with Riley being face to face with Isenberg
at 8:00:43 a.m., and it ended at 8:01:21 a.m. when Isenberg left the area holding the petition.
After viewing the video and speaking with Isenberg and Hassanein and identifying the workers
involved, Mercurio suspended employees Riley, Orfa-Nelly Fernandez, Marie Lajeunesse,
Esmeralda Lopez, Santiago Mejia, Antonia Napoletano, Amarilis Martinez Perez, Maerene
Robinson, Yaneth Rocha, Gladys Rossi, Lourdes Sanchez, Chan Juan Sun, and Julieta Varela
without pay pending an investigation. Thereafter, on December 12, four employees were
discharged, five were suspended without pay for three days, and four were given written
warnings for their conduct during the incident.
Mercurio stated that she and Isenberg determined the severity of the discipline to be
issued to the employees based on the nature of the individual employee’s actions during the
incident, and their examination of discipline of others in the past who were engaged in similar
misconduct. For example, employees who physically touched Isenberg or Hassanein and
blocked their egress were discharged. Workers who “were involved in the circling of the group”
and speaking loudly in the lobby, shouting and being disruptive and “trying to keep us from
moving freely but did not touch them, and who did not obey a direct order, were suspended
without pay for three days, and those who were insubordinate by not returning to work when
directed and participated in the incident were given a written warning.
Employees Franklin Riley, Maerene Robinson, and Julieta Varela were discharged by
the following letter:
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Based on the events on 12-10-08 at 8:01 a.m.; you instigated and
participated in a disturbance in a public area of the lobby of the
hotel in full view of hotel guests, using a loud and inappropriate
voice; you were away from your work station while on duty; and
you grabbed and physically attempted to prevent VP/Operations
Gary Isenberg from leaving the area as he attempted to try to do
so. Your behavior was threatening, intimidating, and completely
inappropriate to the workplace.
Esmeralda Lopez, who was also discharged, received the following letter:
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Based on the events on 12-10-08 at 8:01 a.m. you instigated and
participated in a disturbance in a public area of the lobby of the
hotel in full view of hotel guests, using a loud and inappropriate
voice; you were away from your work station while on duty; and
physically grabbed the arm of Security Supervisor Yassar
Hassanein, and tried to prevent him from assisting VP/Operations
Gary Isenberg from exiting the area as he attempted to try to do
8
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Employees Riley, Robinson and Varela testified that they did not physically prevent
Isenberg from leaving the area or touch him, nor did they see any other workers do so. Riley
stated that he was the only one speaking. However, employee Robinson conceded that when
Isenberg told Riley he would speak to him “one on one” she remarked we are “all together you
would have to speak to all of us,” and Valera admitted asking him “are you afraid of us?” They
denied that employees were chanting or yelling. Discharged worker Lopez also testified that the
workers did not want Isenberg to leave until he took the petition “because that’s why we went
there; for him to please take the petition” and the employees were “all worried that he is going to
escape without getting the petition… because we wanted him to take the petition. That’s why we
went there.” Lopez denied preventing Isenberg from leaving the area or touching Hassanein.
Accordingly, it is likely, and I find that the employees disciplined for touching Isenberg
did so. The video and photographs do not distinctly show touching in all instances. The camera
was positioned on a wall near the ceiling, while the workers, their backs to the camera, faced
the two company officials. However, it is clear that the employees were extremely close to
Isenberg, surrounding him in a tight circle as he was being addressed by Riley, and as he was
attempting to leave the area. Nevertheless, the video and photographs do show Robinson
touching Isenberg’s left elbow and back in frames 8:01:13 and 14. Varela may be seen moving
from side to side standing in front of Isenberg blocking his egress at 8:0107 through 8:01:10.
This is consistent with Isenberg’s testimony that she pushed her chest against him several
times. Further, Lopez’ left hand may be seen on Hassanein’s left wrist as he attempts to clear a
space among the workers for Isenberg to leave the area. I credit Isenberg’s testimony that Riley
grabbed his shoulder to prevent him from leaving and reached around his waist with the petition,
touching him at least three times. It is likely that Riley engaged in such conduct since it was his
duty to give Isenberg the petition and Isenberg did not accept it until he was leaving the area.
Employees Orfa-Nelly Fernandez, Marie Lajeunesse, Santiago Mejia, Gladys Rossi, and
Chan Juan Sun were suspended without pay for three days, and received the following letter:
Based on the events on 12-10-08 at 8:01 a.m. you instigated and
participated in a disturbance in a public area of the lobby of the
hotel in full view of hotel guests, using a loud and inappropriate
voice; you were away from your work station while on duty, and
attempted to prevent VP/Operations Gary Isenberg from leaving
the area as he attempted to try to do so.
Employees Lajunesse and Chan Juan Sun testified that they did not touch Isenberg.
Lajunesse stated that she and the workers stood in a circle with Isenberg in front of them but
they did not block him. She and Sun did not hear any yelling or chanting.
Antonia Napoletano, Amarilis Martinez Perez, Yaneth Rocha, and Lourdes Sanchez
were given a written warning, as follows:
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Based on the events on 12-10-08 at 8:01 a.m. you instigated and
participated in a disturbance in a public area of the lobby of the
hotel in full view of hotel guests, using a loud and inappropriate
voice; you were away from your work station while on duty,
Regarding the infraction of being away from their work station while on duty, Mercurio
stated that once the employees punched in to work, even before the start of their shift, and even
9
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if they had not gone to their work stations yet, she regarded them as being on duty. She testified
that if the employee does not report to her workstation until 8:03 a.m., following the start of her
8:00 a.m. work day, she would receive a disciplinary notice. She noted that an employee may
speak to a supervisor at the start of her workday even if she had not yet begun work without
incurring discipline, but further noted that such communication should take place during a break
or lunch hour.
F. The Employer’s Handbook
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The Respondent relies on certain parts of its handbook, which states as follows:
Privacy – It is also requested that you maintain a high level of
professionalism in your work stations by refraining from loud
conversations and any distractive behavior that disturb the Hotel
guests.
Principle of Service - Project a professional image through
appearance and conduct.
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Problems and discussions should be resolved out
of the guest’s sight and hearing.

Commission of any one of the following acts may be considered
just cause for immediate dismissal:
25
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Commission of any of the following acts may be considered just
cause for remedial action which could range from oral or written
reprimand to suspension from work without pay to dismissal.
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Refusing to obey direct instructions from
supervisor. (Insubordination)
Coercion, intimidation or threats against customers,
supervisors or fellow associates.
Disrespectful or discourteous conduct to customers
or supervisors.
Harassment of fellow associates, supervisors or
guests….

Unauthorized absence from assigned work area, or
being in an unauthorized area….
Discussing confidential company information in
public areas where customers could overhear
conversation.
Analysis and Discussion
A. The Legal Standard

50

Because the Respondent disciplined its employees for their conduct during the
December 10 delegation, the threshold question is whether the workers engaged in conduct
protected by the Act, and then, whether they lost that protection. Tampa Tribune, 351 NLRB
10
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1324, 1325 (2007). The Board has noted that “the fact that an activity is concerted … does not
necessarily mean that an employee can engage in the activity with impunity. NLRB v. City
Disposal Systems, 465 U.S. 822, 837 (1984), while at the same time acknowledging that
although “employees are permitted some leeway for impulsive behavior when engaged in
concerted activity, this leeway is balanced against an employer’s right to maintain order and
respect.” Piper Realty Co., 313 NLRB 1289, 1290 (1994).
I first find that the employees engaged in otherwise protected, concerted activities by
presenting the petition to Isenberg. The petition demanded that the Respondent implement
layoffs by seniority and not by reducing the schedules of all the workers. The presentation of the
petition to Isenberg constituted protected, concerted activities in behalf of all the employees who
participated in the delegation. Superior Travel Service, 342 NLRB 570, 574 (2004).
The Respondent argues that the petition itself and its presentation were not protected
because the subject matter of the petition, the demand that layoffs be made by seniority, had
already been agreed to by the Employer and the Union. Thus, there was evidence that
agreement had been reached on the issue. Indeed, Union agent Hoshida testified that although
“official” agreement had been reached, the petition was presented to show solidarity and
reiterate the Union’s position at negotiations.
However, the employees’ presentation of the petition directed at their working conditions
constituted concerted and otherwise protected activity even if the subject of the petition, the
demand that layoffs be by seniority, was unnecessary since it had already been agreed to, or
inaccurate or lacked merit, unless it was undertaken in bad faith. Hacienda Hotel, Inc., 348
NLRB 854, 865 (2006); Wagner-Smith Company, 262 NLRB 999, fn. 2 (1982). Here, there was
no evidence that the presentation of the petition was made in bad faith. I accordingly find that
the presentation of the petition by the delegation constituted concerted and otherwise protected
activities.
In Stanford Hotel, 344 NLRB 558, 558 (2005), the Board described the type of analysis,
set forth in Atlantic Steel Co., 245 NLRB 814, 816 (1979) required where employees are
disciplined for conduct occurring during the course of protected, concerted activities8:
When an employee is discharged for conduct that is part of the res
gestae of protected concerted activities, the pertinent question is
whether the conduct is sufficiently egregious to remove it from the
protection of the Act…. In making this determination, the Board
examines the following factors: (1) the place of the discussion; (2)
the subject matter of the discussion; (3) the nature of the
employee’s outburst; and (4) whether the outburst was, in any
way, provoked by an employer’s unfair labor practice.

35

40

Applying the Atlantic Steel factors, the first factor, the place of the discussion, weighs
45

50

8

Counsel for the General Counsel argues that Atlantic Steel is the appropriate standard, but
also urges that Burnup & Sims, 379 U.S. 21, 23-24 (1964) should be applied. Burnup & Sims
held that an employer violates Section 8(a)(1) of the Act by disciplining an employee based on
its good-faith but mistaken belief that the employee engaged in misconduct in the course of
protected activity. Here, the result would be the same even if Burnup & Sims was applied
inasmuch as I find that the Respondent correctly believed that the employees who were
disciplined engaged in misconduct.
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heavily against protection because the confrontation with Isenberg took place in the public lobby
of the Hotel. While the incident occurred in a hallway off the main lobby near the exit to the
garage, and not at the front desk, it was in clear sight of the Hotel’s guests, and in fact, two
guests could be seen in the video approaching and then moving around the employees as they
engaged Isenberg. The Board considers whether customers were exposed to the alleged
misconduct. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 341 NLRB 796, 808 (2004). Here, although the two guests
exited the area without interference by the employees, they were nevertheless in very close
proximity to the incident having to walk around the group of employees. In this connection, the
Board has considered as a factor weighing against protection the “public nature of the
misconduct which commenced in plain view of employees under [the supervisor’s] authority.”
Starbucks Coffee Co., 354 NLRB No. 99, slip op. at 5 (2009). Clearly, a hotel lobby in which
guests pass is an inappropriate place for the discussion.
It is true, as counsel for the General Counsel asserts, that the employees did not intend
to meet with Isenberg in the public hallway but instead went to his office to speak to him. But
nevertheless they were determined to present the petition to him wherever they could find him.
Clearly, they could have waited until he was in his office or requested an appointment to meet
with him there, but they did not. Further, I cannot find that the employees may be excused for
meeting with Isenberg in the lobby because guard Hassanein allegedly directed the group to
Isenberg or acted as their escort. The most that could be said is that Hassanein, when told that
the workers were looking for Isenberg, told them that he was near the garage. Clearly, his
advice cannot be deemed permission for the employees to meet with him there. A careful
viewing of the video and photos show that he followed the employees when they approached
Isenberg. He did not lead them there or act as their guide.
As to the second factor, the subject matter of the discussion, the petition and its
presentation, weighs in favor of protection. As set forth above, the petition involved the
employees’ working conditions concerning layoffs by seniority, an important consideration in the
working lives of the employees. Many were long term employees whose seniority with the
Employer was substantial. Accordingly, the workers did not want their hours reduced and
instead desired layoffs by seniority. Thus, the Union sought to show that employees supported
the Union’s position on layoffs by seniority. The petition was presented to emphasize that the
Union had the employees’ support in the Hotel and that a delegation of workers sought to
openly show their support for the Union and its position on this issue. I accordingly find that the
subject matter of the discussion, the petition and its presentation, weighs in favor of protection.
The third factor, the nature of the outburst, weighs heavily against protection. As set
forth above, manager Isenberg was confronted in the public hallway of the Hotel by a group of
13 workers after they had punched in to work at 8:00 a.m. and were on duty, their work day
beginning at 8:00 a.m. As a group, it was their intention to have employee Riley read the petition
to Isenberg and ask him to take the petition.
It is undisputed that Isenberg told the group that he could not speak to a group of
workers, especially not in the lobby, but would meet with one person in his office. Nevertheless,
Riley persisted, saying that only one worker, he, was talking with Isenberg. I credit Isenberg’s
testimony that he directed them to return to work and they did not. Employee Sun stated that the
workers were advised to return to work, although he could not say who issued that directive.
Thus, we have a situation where Isenberg sought to disengage from the workers who
surrounded him and directed them to go back to work. Rather than obey that direct order, Riley
persisted in continuing to read the petition.
It is clear that Isenberg wanted to leave the area and that he was prevented from doing
12
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so. The images in the video and photographs clearly show his attempt to move away from the
group of workers. As noted above, he moved one way only to be blocked by an employee, and
then another way, again having his egress obstructed by another worker. I credit Isenberg’s
testimony that, upon attempting to leave the area, the workers said “no, you’re gong to listen to
us” and “you’re not going anywhere.” His testimony was corroborated by employee Robinson
who told him “we are all together you would have to speak to all of us.” Indeed, employee Lopez
stated that the workers did not want Isenberg to leave until he took the petition. Further,
employee Valera asked Isenberg if he was afraid of the workers.
I find that the delegation acted to confront Isenberg and thwart his egress from their
group until the petition was read to him and until he took the petition. The General Counsel’s
argument that the confrontation lasted a short time, only about one minute, is of no moment.
The only reason the incident ended is because Isenberg broke free of the group and, as he was
leaving the area, took the petition. It is clear that if Isenberg had not moved forcefully to depart
the scene, he would have been engaged by the workers much longer.
Certainly, Isenberg could have left the area earlier, but as he stated he did not want to
force himself through the crowd, possibly “escalating” the encounter. General Counsel’s other
argument that Isenberg could not have been frightened or intimidated because the workers
were much older and shorter than he and Hassanein is of no consequence. Isenberg genuinely
felt intimidated. His report to the police made immediately after the event corroborates his
version of the incident. “Harassment/victim states … a group of employees surrounded [him]
and prevented him to pass through the lobby. Victim states he had to push through the
employees at which point three employees grabbed his arm causing alarm and annoyance.”
Based on the testimony of Isenberg and Hassanein I find that they were touched by the
employees accused of doing so. I cannot credit the employees’ denial that they touched the two
men. Clearly, as set forth above, the workers’ intention was to demand that Isenberg listen to
them and prevent him from leaving until he did so and accepted the petition. As noted above,
although the video and photographs do not clearly show Isenberg being touched in every
instance he claims, the employees are face to face with him and their plan to prevent him from
leaving the area supports a finding that they did touch him as he asserted. Further, the police
report he made contemporaneously with the incident stating that three employees touched him,
supports his version of the events.
In finding certain employee conduct protected, the Board is careful to note that the
worker’s outburst was “unaccompanied by any threat or physical gestures or contact.” Felix
Industries, 331 NLRB 144, 145 (2000). In contrast, in National Semiconductor Corp., 272
NLREB 973, 974 (1984), the Board found unprotected an employee’s making “moderate
physical contact” and “bumping and shoving” a supervisor in order to retrieve a petition
unlawfully taken from the employee, and also his momentary blocking of the supervisor’s egress
from his office to attend to an emergency.
Further, the nature of the conduct toward Isenberg would reasonably tend to affect
workplace discipline by undermining his authority. DaimlerChrysler Corp., 344 NLRB 1324,
1329 (2005). It is clear that by confronting him in a public place, insisting that he must listen to
the workers and could not leave until he did, Isenberg’s authority and respect was impaired.
“Employers and employees have a shared interest in maintaining order in the workplace, an
order that is made possible by maintaining a certain level of decorum. Disorder can have a
detrimental impact on morale, productivity, and discipline.” Trus Joist MacMillan, 341 NLRB 369,
371 (2004). An objective view of the confrontation must lead to the conclusion that the behavior
of the employees disciplined exceeded what could be expected or tolerated.
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Starbucks Coffee, above, slip op. at 4, may provide some guidance here. In that case,
an employee left a concerted, protected rally and, accompanied by a group of people, followed
a company official down a public street shouting profanities and threats. The Board found that
the employee’s deliberate intimidation “distinguished her behavior from the type of spontaneous,
provoked, and nonthreatening outbursts that the Board has found protected in other cases.”
With respect to the loud noises or chanting testified to by the Respondent’s witnesses,
the evidence establishes that employees were speaking loudly. I cannot credit the employees’
testimony that no one spoke except Riley. Clearly, other employees stated that they spoke to
Isenberg. Further, the credible testimony of neutral witness Officer Centeno was to the effect
that he heard loud voices from many people, prompting him to confront the group.
It must be noted that the Respondent’s handbook contains certain provisions which were
violated by the employees involved for which discipline is prescribed. Those transgressions, as
applicable here, include employees having from loud conversations and distractive behavior that
disturb Hotel guests, airing problems and having discussions within guests’ sight and hearing,
refusing to obey direct instructions from a supervisor, disrespectful or discourteous conduct to
supervisors, and unauthorized absence from an assigned work area.
The fourth factor, whether the outburst was provoked in any way by an unfair labor
practice committed by the Employer, does not favor protection. There was no evidence of any
unfair labor practice engaged in by the Respondent. It should be noted that the Union and the
employees were understandably frustrated by the lack of progress in bargaining inasmuch as
the Union was certified four years earlier. Indeed, the Union took lawful steps to encourage
movement in bargaining by soliciting public support by engaging in rallies outside the Hotel and
delegations. However, this delegation went beyond the activity permitted the Board in Atlantic
Steel.
Thus, the only factor favoring protection is the subject matter of the discussion while the
other three factors weigh against protection, with the subject matter of the outburst weighing
heavily against protection. I accordingly find and conclude that the employees’ actions were not
protected and that the Respondent did not unlawfully discipline them for engaging in such
unprotected activities during the delegation.
B. The Discipline Imposed
As set forth above, employees Lopez, Riley, Robinson and Varela were discharged for
instigating and participating in a disturbance in the Hotel lobby, using a loud and inappropriate
voice, and being away from their work station while on duty. In addition, Riley, Robinson and
Varela were cited for grabbing and physically attempting to prevent Isenberg from leaving the
area, thereby engaging in threatening, intimidating and inappropriate behavior. Lopez was cited
for grabbing the arm of Hassanein and attempting to prevent him from assisting Isenberg from
exiting the area.
The evidence as set forth in the testimony of the Respondent’s witnesses, the video tape
and the photographs fully supports the reasons for the discharge. First, there was evidence that
employees were speaking loudly during their confrontation with Isenberg as confirmed by
Officer Centeno and the front desk agents. Regarding the allegation of touching Isenberg and
Hassanein, although the video tape and photographs are not precise since the employees’
backs faced the camera, it is clear that the group of workers was in a tight semicircle around
Isenberg, sometimes two and three deep, with the closest group face to face with him. As set
14
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As to the suspensions imposed on employees Fernandez, Lajeunesse, Mejia, Rossi and
Sun, the evidence supports a finding that they did, in fact, participated in the confrontation and
were part of a group that used loud voices, were away from their work stations, and attempted
to prevent Isenberg from leaving the area. The evidence further supports a finding that the
warnings issued to Napoletano, Perez, Rocha and Sanchez based on their participation in the
confrontation and being part of a group that use loud and inappropriate voices were based on
their actions during the incident and were not improperly issued.
Accordingly, the Respondent’s approach to applying discipline to the employees
engaged in the delegation was careful, measured, and explicitly tailored to the conduct it
believed the employees engaged in. Thus, the employees who touched Isenberg and
Hassanein were discharged, others who attempted to impede Isenberg’s egress from the area
were suspended for three days, and others who engaged in the delegation and were loud were
issued warnings. Thus, it cannot be said that the Employer engaged in a deliberate effort to
discharge everyone who participated in the delegation, but rather determined the nature of each
employee’s participation therein and imposed the discipline warranted by his or her actions.
C. The Alleged Unlawful Interview
At the hearing the complaint was amended to allege that on July 22, 2009, the
Employer, in the presence of its attorney, conducted an interview with an employee regarding
the issues in this case, in violation of Johnnie’s Poultry Co., 146 NLRB 770 (1964).
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On December 12, 2008, employee Napoletano received a written warning for her
participation in the incident. On the second day of the hearing, July 21, 2009, counsel for the
General Counsel rested his case, and the hearing was scheduled to resume on July 24.
Napoletano stated that on July 22, she was cleaning a guest room when housekeeping
manager Bruce Falcetti entered and told her that human resources director Mercurio wanted to
speak with her. She entered a conference room where Mercurio, security guard Hassanein,
Respondent attorney Andrew Hoffman, and a woman whose name she did not know were
present. They asked if she wanted bottled water or cookies, an offer never made to her before
or after that day.
Napoletano testified that the meeting lasted about ten minutes, during which Hoffman
mentioned that his grandfather was from Naples, and that he and Mercurio were of Italian
ancestry. Hoffman asked her what happened on the day of the incident. She replied that Riley
held a paper and “we” asked Isenberg to look at it, and the group said nothing else to Isenberg.
He asked if anyone touched Isenberg and she answered “no.” She said that the group was
talking individually and not together, and that no one was shouting.
Napoletano stated that no one told her that her participation in the meeting was
voluntary, and no one assured her that there would be no retaliation for anything she said. She
also noted that no one told her why they she was being questioned. She agreed that everyone
was nice and polite to her and she did not feel frightened or intimidated. Napoletano testified
that she did not recall Hoffman asking if she minded if they spoke about the incident, or that she
need not worry about anything or her job.
Hoffman testified that he was at the Hotel on July 22 preparing certain witnesses for the
hearing. He asked Hotel officials whether any employees who were present at the incident who
had not been called by the General Counsel were at work that day. He was told that Napoletano
15
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Hoffman testified that he told Napoletano that he was the Hotel’s attorney and Mercurio
asked if she wanted water or cookies. He greeted her and they made small talk first, he asking
her how she was. Hoffman noted that she spoke with an accent and asked what language she
speaks. She said “Italian,” and Hoffman asked where her family hailed from. When she said
“Naples,” Hoffman volunteered that his family was from Naples, also.
Hoffman testified that he then asked her if she would be willing to talk to him about the
incident on December 10. She said that she did not mind speaking about it. Hoffman said that
their conversation would not affect her job in any way and said in Italian that she should not
worry. He stated that she seemed very relaxed. In response to seven or eight questions,
including whether she heard any noise or employees talking or yelling, and whether she could
see anyone touching Isenberg, she answered that she was standing in the back of the group
and could not see what anyone did or where anyone was standing.
Hoffman then thanked her, and again said that she did not have to worry about anything,
and that their meeting would not affect her job in any way.
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In Johnnie’s Poultry, the Board recognized that an employer could properly question
employees on matters involving their Section 7 rights “where such interrogation is necessary in
preparing the employer’s defense for trial of the case.” However, the Board established “specific
safeguards designed to minimize the coercive impact of” such interrogation. The employer
“must communicate to the employee the purpose of the questioning, assure him that no reprisal
will take place, and obtain his participation on a voluntary basis; the questioning must occur in a
context free from employer hostility to union organization and must not be itself coercive in
nature; and the questions must not exceed the necessities of the legitimate purpose by prying
into other union matters, eliciting information concerning an employee’s subjective state of mind,
or otherwise interfering with the statutory rights of employees.”
As noted above, Napoletano was asked by her supervisor to report to a conference
room in which the human resources director, security guard, and Hotel attorney were present.
Counsel for the General Counsel’s claim in his brief that the Respondent attempted to bribe
Napoletano with water and cookies because such an offer had not been made to her before is
meritless. Napoletano conceded that the Employer representatives were nice and polite and
that she did not feel frightened or intimidated.
Nevertheless, an objective standard must be used. The question is whether the
Respondent provided all the safeguards required in Johnnie’s Poultry which stated that “when
an employer transgresses the boundaries of these safeguards, he loses the benefits of the
privilege.” It is apparent that Hoffmann did not tell Napoletano the “purpose of the questioning.”
The purpose of the inquiry was apparent to Hoffmann – he sought to interview any employee
who was present during the incident who had not been called by the General Counsel to testify
to learn about the incident. That was a legitimate purpose. However, that purpose was not
communicated to Napoletano.
Inasmuch as one of the three required safeguards had not been given to Napoletano I
need not determine whether, as testified by Napoletano, she was not told that her participation
in the interview was voluntary or that she would suffer no reprisals as a result of it. It should be
noted that none of the other participants in behalf of the Employer testified as to this issue, so
there is no corroboration by Mercurio or Hassanein of Hoffmann’s testimony that he told her that
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The Board has stated that it “has consistently required an employer to administer three
warnings to each employee it interviews in preparation for an unfair labor practice
proceeding….” Bill Scott Oldsmobile, 282 NLRB 1073, 1075 (1987). The Board found in that
case that by failing to administer all three warnings, including the purpose of the questioning,
that the respondent violated the Act.

10

I accordingly find and conclude that the Respondent unlawfully conducted an interview
concerning the issues in this case in violation of Section 8(a)(1) of the Act by not advising
Napoletano, as required by Johnnie’s Poultry, of the purpose of the interview.
Conclusions of Law
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1. By conducting an interview with an employee without failing to advise her of the
purpose of the interview pursuant to Johnnie’s Poultry Co., 146 NLRB 770 (1964), the
Respondent has violated Section 8(a)(1) of the Act.
2. The Respondent has not violated the Act by disciplining employees Franklin Riley,
Maerene Robinson, Julieta Varela, Esmeralda Lopez, Orfa-Nelly Fernandez, Marie Lajeunesse,
Santiago Mejia, Gladys Rossi, Chan Juan Sun, Anatonia Napoletano, Amarilis Martinez Perez,
Yaneth Rocha, and Lourdes Sanchez.
Remedy
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Having found that the Respondent has engaged in certain unfair labor practices, I find
that it must be ordered to cease and desist and to take certain affirmative action designed to
effectuate the policies of the Act.
On these findings of fact and conclusions of law and on the entire record, I issue
the following recommended9
ORDER

35

The Respondent, LaGuardia Associates, LLP d/b/a Crowne Plaza LaGuardia, its
officers, agents, successors, and assigns, shall
1. Cease and desist from

40

(a) Conducting interviews with employees concerning the issues in this case, without
providing the safeguard warnings set forth in Johnnie’s Poultry Co., 146 NLRB 770 (1964).
(b) In any like or related manner interfering with, restraining, or coercing employees in
the exercise of the rights guaranteed them by Section 7 of the Act.

45

2. Take the following affirmative action necessary to effectuate the policies of the Act.
9

50

If no exceptions are filed as provided by Sec. 102.46 of the Board’s Rules and
Regulations, the findings, conclusions, and recommended Order shall, as provided in Sec.
102.48 of the Rules, be adopted by the Board and all objections to them shall be deemed
waived for all purposes.
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(a) Within 14 days after service by the Region, post at its facility in East Elmhurst, NY,
copies of the attached notice marked “Appendix.”10 Copies of the notice, on forms provided by
the Regional Director for Region 29, after being signed by the Respondent’s authorized
representative, shall be posted by the Respondent and maintained for 60 consecutive days in
conspicuous places including all places where notices to employees are customarily posted.
Reasonable steps shall be taken by the Respondent to ensure that the notices are not altered,
defaced, or covered by any other material. In the event that, during the pendency of these
proceedings, the Respondent has gone out of business or closed the facility involved in these
proceedings, the Respondent shall duplicate and mail, at its own expense, a copy of the notice
to all current employees and former employees employed by the Respondent at any time since
July 22, 2009.
(b) Within 21 days after service by the Region, file with the Regional Director a sworn
certification of a responsible official on a form provided by the Region attesting to the steps that
the Respondent has taken to comply.
Dated, Washington, D.C., December 28, 2009.
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____________________
Steven Davis
Administrative Law Judge
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If this Order is enforced by a judgment of a United States court of appeals, the words in
the notice reading “Posted by Order of the National Labor Relations Board” shall read “Posted
Pursuant to a Judgment of the United States Court of Appeals Enforcing an Order of the
National Labor Relations Board.”
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APPENDIX
NOTICE TO EMPLOYEES
Posted by Order of the
National Labor Relations Board
An Agency of the United States Government
The National Labor Relations Board has found that we violated Federal labor law and has
ordered us to post and obey this Notice.
FEDERAL LAW GIVES YOU THE RIGHT TO
Form, join, or assist a union
Choose representatives to bargain with us on your behalf
Act together with other employees for your benefit and protection
Choose not to engage in any of these protected activities
WE WILL NOT conduct interviews with our employees concerning the issues in this case,
without providing the safeguard warnings set forth in Johnnie’s Poultry Co., 146 NLRB 770
(1964).
WE WILL NOT in any like or related manner interfere with, restrain, or coerce employees in the
exercise of the rights guaranteed them by Section 7 of the Act.
LaGuardia Associates, LLP d/b/a Crowne Plaza
LaGuardia
(Employer)
Dated

By
(Representative)

(Title)

The National Labor Relations Board is an independent Federal agency created in 1935 to enforce the National Labor
Relations Act. It conducts secret-ballot elections to determine whether employees want union representation and it
investigates and remedies unfair labor practices by employers and unions. To find out more about your rights under
the Act and how to file a charge or election petition, you may speak confidentially to any agent with the Board’s
Regional Office set forth below. You may also obtain information from the Board’s website: www.nlrb.gov.
Two MetroTech Center, Suite 5100,
Brooklyn, New York 11201-3838
Hours: 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
718-330-7713.
THIS IS AN OFFICIAL NOTICE AND MUST NOT BE DEFACED BY ANYONE
THIS NOTICE MUST REMAIN POSTED FOR 60 CONSECUTIVE DAYS FROM THE DATE OF POSTING AND MUST
NOT BE ALTERED, DEFACED, OR COVERED BY ANY OTHER MATERIAL. ANY QUESTIONS CONCERNING THIS
NOTICE OR COMPLIANCE WITH ITS PROVISIONS MAY BE DIRECTED TO THE ABOVE REGIONAL OFFICE’S
COMPLIANCE OFFICER, 718-330-2862.

